We give an algorithm for enumerating the n-chromos, which were first defined by I. J. Schoenberg.
INTRODUCTION
In a series of papers, I. J. Schoenberg [1 3 ] studied motions inside an n-dimensional cube with side length one, centered at the origin, of a point particle which moves like a billiard ball, that is, the particle always moves along a straight line until it encounters the boundary of the cube, when it is reflected in the usual way. Only non-trivial motions, that is, ones not contained in any hyperplane parallel to a face of the cube, are considered.
In the second paper in the series, Schoenberg [2] (1) contains the entire path of some non-trivial particle motion.
Schoenberg [2, Theorem 1, p. 264] proved
Theorem 1 (Schoenberg) . For all n 2, \ n = It turns out that any non-trivial particle motion which lies in the shell (1) , where \ n is given in Theorem 1, is a closed polygon. We say that such article no. TA972787 a motion is an admissible polygon. Schoenberg [2, Theorem 2, p. 264] also proved Theorem 2 (Schoenberg) . The number N n of different admissible polygons is finite.
In order to prove Theorem 2, Schoenberg defined a class of combinatorial objects called n-chromos and he showed that for each n there is a one-to-one correspondence between the n-chromos and the admissible polygons.
The problem of counting n-chromos is a combinatorial question of interest on its own. We define the n-chromos and begin the study of this question in the next section.
DEFINITION AND PROPERTIES OF n-CHROMOS
Let n 2 be an integer and define the set .., S n are sets of the form : i K n +a i (i=1, 2, ..., n, : i and a i in R), respectively, then we say that the collection of n sets is an n-chromo provided
Schoenberg [2, Lemma 7, p. 269] proved that (2) implies
so in an n-chromo [S 1 , ..., S n ] the sets S i form a disjoint cover of R.
The terminology``n-chromo'' arose as follows: If we have n distinct colors c 1 , ..., c n and we imagine that all of the intervals of S i are painted with color c i , then the n-chromo [S 1 , ..., S n ] contains all n colors, each with density 1Ân on R. Following Schoenberg, we will sometimes refer to a set S i as a monochrome.
The simplest n-chromo is given by
We regard two n-chromos as the same if they differ only by a change of scale or a permutation of colors. With this convention, it is clear that the 2-chromo of form (4) is the only possible 2-chromo.
If the monochrome S i is : i K n +a i then each of the intervals of the monochrome has length : i Ân. We define : i Ân to be the width of S i . Schoenberg [ Lemma 1 (Schoenberg) . Let / n =[S 1 , ..., S n ] be an n-chromo. Then the respective widths w 1 , ..., w n may be scaled uniquely so as to be integers satisfying
Furthermore,
From now on we assume that any n-chromo / n =[S 1 , ..., S n ] has its monochromes S i scaled so that the widths w i are integers satisfying (5). We define w=(w 1 , ..., w n ) to be the width vector of the n-chromo / n . Lemma 1 Corollary. We can associate with any n-chromo / n = [S 1 , ..., S n ] a unique periodic sequence A(/ n ) made up of integers from [1, 2, ..., n] with the properties: (a) Each integer i in [1, 2, ..., n] appears only in blocks of w i consecutive entries i.
(b) The distance between any two blocks of w i consecutive entries i is always the same.
(c) The period of the sequence has length L equal to a multiple of n.
(d) The total number of entries i (i=1, 2, ..., n) in any period is LÂn.
For example, the sequence A(/ n ) for the n-chromo given in (4) has the simple period 1, 2, ..., n.
Also, there is a 4-chromo / 4 such that A(/ 4 ) has period 1, 2, 3, 3, 1, 2, 4, 4
and there is a 6-chromo / 6 such that A(/ 6 ) has period 1, 1, 2, 2, 2, 3, 4, 4, 5, 5, 5, 3, 1, 1, 6, 6, 6, 3, 4, 4, 2, 2, 2, 3, 1, 1, 5, 5, 5, 3, 4, 4, 6, 6, 6, 3.
Given an n-chromo / n , we let
N(/ n )=number of blocks of consecutive identical integers in P(/ n ), W(/ n )=least common multiple of the integers in the width vector for / n .
There are simple formulas for L(/ n ) and N(/ n ) [2, Lemmas 5 and 6, p. 269].
Lemma 2 (Schoenberg) . For any n-chromo / n with width vector w= (w 1 , ..., w n ) we let W=W(/ n ). Then we have L(/ n )=nW and
Thus the task of counting all possible n-chromos / n is reduced to the problem of counting all possible periods P(/ n ) for the sequence A(/ n ) which satisfy properties (a), (b), (c), (d ) above. The remainder of this paper is devoted to this question. We let H n denote the number of different periods P(/ n ) which satisfy the four properties and, for brevity, we simply define the number of different n-chromos=H n .
Our analysis is made simpler by the following bounds [2, Lemma 3, p. 267] on the entries in any width vector:
Lemma 3 (Schoenberg) . If w=(w 1 , ..., w n ) is the width vector for an n-chromo, then for any two entries w i , w j with gcd(w i , w j )=1 we have w i <n, w j <n and w i +w j n.
COUNTING n-CHROMOS
We will use the notation (x) y to denote a vector of length y whose components are all equal to x. Sometimes we will also use the notation x y with the same meaning. We shall divide the n-chromos into four classes A, B, C, D (not necessarily disjoint) which we describe in Theorems 3, 4 and 6 below.
Theorem 3 (Classes A, B). For any vector
where
there exists at least one n-chromo / n corresponding to w.
Proof. We will prove the assertion by induction. For n from 2 to 7 see the Appendix. We may assume that gcd(k 1 , ..., k s )=1 and lcm(k 1 , ..., k s )=W. We will construct an n-chromo of length nW.
Let us consider a few cases and see how it works. If k s =n&1, then s=2 and k 1 =1, k 2 =n&1 and the n-chromo will be, for this w:
If k s =n&2, then we can have two possibilities:
For (a) we consider / n : 1 2 3 n&2 1 2 4 n&2 } } } 1 2 n n&2 and the length will be (n&2) n. For (b) we have
and the length will be 2(n&2) n.
We define d i (/ n ) to be the distance between blocks of consecutive digits i in / n . By the definition of an n-chromo, d i (/ n ) must be equal to (n&1) multiplied by the length of the blocks with the digits i.
Now we prove the general statement. We separate the proof into two parts, corresponding to classes A and B:
A. There exists an i 0 such that t i 0 {k i 0 . B. For any i we have t i =k i .
We will deal now with Class A and we may assume that i 0 is 1. Consider the vector w$ given by
By induction there exists an (n&k 1 )-chromo, since w$ satisfies the conditions 1. 4.
Since t 1 &k 1 {0 then lcm(w)=lcm(w$)=W. We note that L(/ n&k 1 )= (n&k 1 ) W and we want to get a chromo with L(/ n )=nW, so we must insert k 1 W digits in / n&k 1 . We may assume (by relabeling) that / n&k 1 involves the digits k 1 +1, ..., n. We produce an n-chromo in the following way:
Insert a block of digits 1 (of length k 1 ) in the positions preceding the WÂk 1 blocks of digits k 1 +1.
Insert a block of digits k 1 (of length k 1 ) in the positions preceding the WÂk 1 blocks of digits k 1 +k 1 .
Note we can perform all the insertions since t 1 2. For example, let w=(1 2 , 2 2 , 4 4 ), then w$=(1, 2 2 , 4 4 ). For w$ we have a 7-chromo The above procedure gives k
which is the required length. Now we must show that what we get is indeed an n-chromo. We will do it by computing distances between consecutive similar blocks. Thus
We will compute now the distances between blocks with digits k 1 +1, ..., n. This is an easy task:
where k j is the length of the blocks of i 's. So / n is a chromo. Now we will deal with the Class B, namely the case where t i =k i for any i. In this event our vectors become:
By induction there exists an (n&k 1 )-chromo for w$ even if gcd(k 2 , ..., k s ){1. The reason is obvious: take the chromo for (k 2 Âg, ..., k s Âg), where g= gcd(k 2 , ..., k s ) and then increase each compact block g times.
We have
Furthermore, denoting m=lcm(k 2 , ..., k s ) we must have
The identity (7) tells us how to produce / n from / n&k 1 . We place k 1 Âgcd(k 1 , m) copies of / n&k 1 one after another and we insert m blocks of length k 1 in each of the k 1 Âgcd(k 1 , m) copies of / n&k 1 . The number of times each digit occurs in / n must be
.
In each copy of / n&k 1 we must insert m blocks of length k 1 . In order to do this we must:
Divide each / n&k 1 into m parts of the same length (n&k 1 ) and in front of each part we insert one block with length k 1 of digits j, where j=1, 2, ..., k 1 in increasing order (after the first k 1 blocks start again with 1's, 2's, etc.).
We want to show that this always produces an n-chromo. There is no need to compute the length of the obtained vector taking into account the way we constructed it. Now
since the number of entries in each part after dividing / n&k 1 is n&k 1 and we have to go k 1 parts to meet again the block of digits 1. Between two consecutive blocks of digits 1 we have also inserted k 1 &1 blocks of length k 1 with digits 2, ..., k 1 .
Similarly
which is exactly what we need. We will compute now the distances between blocks of length k i with digits j>k 1 :
since we have k i &1 parts between the blocks of digits j, so there are k i slots between the parts where we have filled in with blocks of length k 1 . Since j was arbitrary, this proves that / n is an n-chromo.
Q.E.D.
Recalling that H n denotes the number of n-chromos, we have:
Corollary. Theorem 4 (Class C). For each vector v=((k 1 ) t 1 , ..., (k s ) t s ) which satisfies the conditions of Theorem 3, we produce a family F of vectors
where for each i, u i is a divisor of k i and r i is a multiple (could be 0) of k i Âu i . Then for each w # F there exists an n-chromo corresponding to w (we are allowed to take v=(k 1 , ..., k s ) even in the event that gcd(k 1 , ..., k s ){1 as long as w is such that gcd(u 1 , k 1 , ..., u s , k s )=1).
Proof. If max(r 1 , ..., r s )=0, the result follows from Theorem 3. Suppose that max(r 1 , ..., r s ) 1. It is easily seen it suffices to show that if we start from w and replace for a fixed i the first k i Âu i entries k i by the same number of entries with value u i , there exists a chromo corresponding to the new vector. We may assume, without loss of generality, that i=1 and t 1 =k 1 since the proof does not depend essentially on t 1 Âk 1 . We have
We will construct a chromo / w$ , corresponding to w$, starting from a chromo / w , corresponding to w. To manage the most general situation we must define a function,
By relabeling we assume that
These integers are chosen such that the distance between consecutive blocks of the same length k 1 is
We need f / w to detect the integers in / w that satisfy this condition. What we will do next is the following: for a divisor u 1 of k 1 we consider k 1 Âu 1 blocks of length k 1 , we split each of them into k 1 Âu 1 smaller blocks of length u 1 and replace these by copies of the smaller blocks in the same order. The procedure reads as follows:
Replace each block of digits 1, then each block of digits 1+u 1 , ..., then each block of digits 1+(k 1 Âu 1 &1) u 1 by a concatenation of smaller blocks (of precise length u 1 ), namely blocks of digits 1, 1+u 1 , ..., 1+(k 1 Âu 1 &1) u 1 , respectively.
For example, let w=(1, 4, 4, 4, 4) and w$=(1, 2, 2, 4, 4); for w we have / w : 1 2 4 1 3 4 1 4 4 1 5 4 , which produces, taking u 1 =2, k 1 =4 and the digits 2, 4 (we could take the digits 3, 5 as well) and applying our procedure, the following chromo corresponding to w$: / w$ : 1 2 2 4 2 1 3 4 1 2 2 4 2 1 5 4 . Now we will go back to our problem. The fact that what we get is an n-chromo is almost obvious. We will compute distances as usual, but now our task is much easier than in the proof of Theorem 3, because we do not change the length of the chromo. We have
The explanation for the above relation is that we replaced the blocks of digits 1, 1+u 1 , ..., by a concatenation of smaller blocks. This concatenation appears k 1 Âu 1 times throughout / w$ and the distance between appearances is the same. There is no need to compute the distances for the other digits, because either we have a situation similar to the one described or the distance does not change under the above procedure.
Now we shall find the number of chromos corresponding to the Class B from the proof of Theorem 3, giving another proof for the existence of a chromo in this case. We need the following:
and k 1 + } } } +k s =n, then for any i=1, 2, ..., s and for any n-chromo / corresponding to w, the distance between consecutive blocks with the same length k i is n&k i .
Proof. Assume for the sake of simplicity that i=1. By properties (a) and (b) in Lemma 1 Corollary, the digit 1 appears in the period P(/) only in blocks of k 1 consecutive digits 1 and the distance d between any two such blocks is always the same. By Lemma 2, the length L(/) of the period is nW, where W=lcm(k 1 , ..., k s ). By property (d), the total number of digits 1 in the period is W. Thus there are WÂk 1 equally spaced blocks of length k 1 in the period and this implies d=n&k 1 .
We will give now a new proof for the Class B which enables us to count the n-chromos for a fixed vector which belongs to this class.
Theorem 5 (Class B).
For any vector w = ((k 1 ) k 1 , ..., (k s ) k s ) with k 1 + } } } k s =n and k 1 <k 2 < } } } <k s , there are exactly (s&1)! n-chromos corresponding to w.
Proof. We will fill W=lcm(k 1 , ..., k s ) segments, of length n, with blocks of length k 1 , ..., k s in the following way:
where the integers f 1 (m), ..., f s (m) are defined as follows: the integers in each block of length k 1 in (11) go through the list 1, 2, ..., k 1 repeatedly as we move down the rows in (11); the integers in each block of length k 2 in (11) go through the list k 1 +1, k 1 +2, ..., k 1 +k 2 repeatedly; ... the integers in each block of length k s in (11) go through the list k 1 + } } } +k s&1 +1, k 1 + } } } +k s&1 +2, ..., k 1 + } } } +k s&1 +k s repeatedly.
We explain now why we could get to the segment
in (11) We need the least integer m that satisfies the above relations. Clearly (12) implies
and the least integer m which satisfies the above relations is W= lcm(k 1 , ..., k s ), which certainly satisfies (12). We note that the ordering of k 1 , ..., k s does not matter, so we can do the same construction for any vector
where _ # S s&1 (the set of permutations of order s&1) and get a chromo / _ which is obviously not similar to another / _$ for _{_$ (we left the position of the blocks of length k 1 unchanged). Thus for any _ # S s&1 we get a chromo / _ and since *S s&1 =(s&1)! we get (s&1)! chromos not similar to each other.
In order to finish the proof we must show that a chromo corresponding to w can be obtained only in the specified way. We suppose now that we can get a chromo which is not of the indicated type. There are two possibilities to have a different chromo and combinations of these two:
1. A segment of length n contains two blocks of the same dimension, say k 1 .
2. One segment was defined using _ 1 and another was defined using _ 2 {_ 1 .
The case 1 is ruled out, since in this case the distance between the two blocks would be less than n&k 1 , which contradicts Lemma 4. Now we shall deal with case 2. We see that if we apply _ 1 in a segment of length n and we apply _ 2 {_ 1 in the next segment then we change the distances between the consecutive blocks of the same length (which is fixed according to Lemma 4).
There is no need to discuss the case in which we permute the blocks of integers of the same length: we would get chromos similar to the ones already constructed.
Corollary. The number of n-chromos corresponding to vectors in Class B is
(13)
We will define now some procedures which will be used in our next theorem, performed on a vector w$, that either is in Class C or is obtained from a vector in Class C by applying some of the following procedures. We fix an index i and define procedures P Proof. We will fix an index i and we will prove the theorem for the case of applying only one procedure P i m to w$. We will show that this suffices to prove the theorem. In the construction in the proof of Theorem 4, we replaced blocks of length k i by a concatenation of blocks of length u i . These concatenations appeared at the distance nu i &k i , one after another in / w$ . Now we carry out a similar process in reverse. Place
where W=lcm(k 1 , ..., k s ), copies of / w$ one after another to form a word /. The algorithm of Theorem 4 produces throughout / w$ concatenations of blocks of length u i with digits from a set, say [a 1 , ..., a m ]. In order to get a chromo corresponding to / we:
Replace in / the first concatenation of blocks of length u i having digits from the set [a 1 , ..., a m ] by one block of digits a 1 of length mu i ; replace the second concatenation of blocks of length u i having digits from the set [a 1 , ..., a m ] by one block of digits a 2 of length mu i ; ...; replace the last concatenation of blocks of length u i having digits from the set [a 1 , ..., a m ] by one block of digits a m of length mu i .
For example, let w$= (1, 2 3 , 6 3 ) and form w=(1, 2, 4 2 , 6 3 ) by applying P 2 2 . Then we take for w$ the 8-chromo / w$ : 2 1 2 5 2 4 2 2 3 6 2 1 2 5 2 4 2 2 6 6 2 1 2 5 2 4 2 2 7 6 , of length 42 which produces, using i=2, u 2 =m=2 and applying our algorithm, the 8-chromo for w, / w : 2 1 4 4 2 2 3 6 2 5 4 4 2 2 6 6 2 1 4 4 2 2 7 6 2 5 4 4 2 2 3 6 2 1 4 4 2 2 6 6 2 5 4 4 2 2 7 6 , of length 84.
By computing distances, we now show that the above process does produce a chromo. The concatenations where we perform the transformations appear throughout /, consecutively, at the distance
Hence the distance between consecutive blocks of length mu i , with digits, say a 1 is
which is what we need. It is clear that the distances corresponding to the other digits are correct. Now as we promised we explain why it is not necessary to consider the general case, namely the case of applying more than one procedure to /. The above procedure only affects a limited portion of the initial chromo, since we perform the transformations only on equally spaced blocks in / w$ , leaving unchanged the rest of the chromo (and the word formed by juxtaposition of copies of / w$ ). Thus the transformations P i j act on separate portions of the initial chromo, so we can perform them independently and in any order.
FURTHER RESULTS
Thilo Dienst conjectured the truth of our next theorem.
Theorem 7. The entries in the width vector of any n-chromo are not all different from each other.
Proof. We suppose that we have an n-chromo corresponding to a width vector w=(w 1 , w 2 , ..., w n ), w 1 <w 2 < } } } <w n , and gcd(w 1 , ..., w n )=1.
Obviously there is only one digit that occurs in any block of length w i , namely i, and in what follows we shall call any block of length w i a w i -block. We know that the distance between any two consecutive w i -blocks is d i =(n&1) w i . We prove below that between any two consecutive w i+1 -blocks (we call the gaps between these blocks w i+1 -slots) there occur the same number of w i -blocks, namely WÂw i , where W= w 1 w 2 } } } w n . If this happens then the number of w i+1 -slots must divide the number of w i -blocks, that is we must have
From this it follows that w i divides w i+1 , for any i=1, ..., n&1, which implies that w 1 divides any w i , so we must have w 1 = 1 (otherwise gcd(w 1 , ..., w n )=w 1 {1). Since 1=w 1 < } } } <w n , then w n n. In the n-chromo corresponding to w there is at least one w n -block. We consider now the last w 1 -block before the w n -block and the first w 1 -block after the w n -block. The distance between them is d 1 =(n&1) w 1 =n&1 and thus the w n -block cannot be between them. Now we prove the statement about the number of w i -blocks. We may assume that i=1. Take two consecutive w 2 -blocks. Since d 2 >d 1 we must have at least one w 1 -block in each w 2 -slot. Suppose that in the first slot we have t and in the second we have s w 1 -blocks, s>t. Then in the second slot we have a segment (to the right or to the left of the segment with w 1 -blocks) with a length which is bigger than d 1 and does not have a w 1 -block in it. That is a contradiction.
Dienst also conjectured that if w=(w 1 , ..., w n ) is the weight vector of an n-chromo, then w i n&1 for each i=1, 2, ..., n. Obviously, this conjecture implies Theorem 7. We are unable to prove the conjecture, but we can prove the following remarks which are related to it.
Remarks. 1. If in w there exists i such that w i =1, then for any j=1, ..., n we have w j n&1.
2. If w 1 w 2 } } } w n , then w i (n&1) w 1 for any i=1, 2, ..., n.
3. If w is such that there exist i, j with gcd(w i , w j )=1, then w i (n&1) and w j (n&1) (by Lemma 3 above). In particular, all the components of w satisfy w i (n&1) 2 .
4. If n is a prime number, then w i 0 (mod n), for any i=1, 2, ..., n.
The proof of the last assertion follows: Suppose that there exists i such that w i #0 (mod n). Since gcd(w 1 , ..., w n )=1, there exists j such that w j 0 (mod n). From
and from Lemma 3 we must have nu+v n. This is a contradiction and therefore we cannot have w i #0 (mod n).
For n=6 we have w Class A Class B Class C (1 6 ) 
